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Abstract Designing high-performance LU factorization for
modern hybrid multi/many-core systems requires highlytuned BLAS subroutines, hiding communication latency and
balancing the load across devices of variable processing capabilities. In this paper we show how single-precision LU
factorization is accelerated on Intel® MIC(Many Integrated
Core) architecture in both native and hybrid (Intel® Xeon®
processor and Intel MIC) configurations. Our SGEMM implementation delivers close to 1 Tflop/s on Intel’s first implementation of Intel MIC architecture [codenamed Knight’s
Ferry (KNF)] silicon platform. Our implementation takes
full advantage of multiple levels of memory hierarchy on
MIC, and successfully utilizes up to 80% of its peak compute capability. Our LU factorization performance exceeds
570 Gflop/s including matrix transfer overhead when executed entirely on a KNF coprocessor. Our hybrid impleM. Deisher ()
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mentation, which offloads parts of LU processing to a dualsocket multi-core Intel Xeon processor X5680 host, delivers
up to 772 Gflop/s. The novel aspect of our implementations
is dynamic resource partitioning to improve load balance
across the entire system.
Keywords High performance computing · Hybrid
architecture · LU factorization · Intel MIC architecture ·
SGEMM · Many-core architecture · Dense linear algebra ·
Panel factorization · Partial pivoting · Right looking
1 Introduction
The dense LU factorization, which represents matrix A as
a product of lower and upper triangular matrices, L and U,
is a central kernel commonly used in many linear algebra
operations, such as solving non-symmetric systems of linear
equations or inverting a matrix.
Modern many-core architectures deliver from several
hundreds of Gflop/s to several Tflop/s of floating-point
single-precision performance and from tens of GB/s to over
a hundred GB/s memory bandwidth. Hybrid systems which
consist of one or several multi-core architectures enhanced
with one or several co-processors, connected via slow links,
are also becoming common [10]. To achieve high LU performance on such systems requires careful tuning and optimization of BLAS, hiding communication latency and balancing the load across devices of variable processing capabilities. In this paper we demonstrate how LU factorization
can be accelerated on Intel® MIC (Many Integrated Core)
architecture in both native and hybrid (Intel Xeon processor and Intel MIC) configurations. We restrict our discussion to single-precision implementations of LU, even though
the observations noted and insights derived are applicable
to more common double precision implementations as well.
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We consider the factorization of matrices that reside in the
CPU memory in column-major layout, and whose factorization overwrites the original data. We make the following
contributions:
High performing single coprocessor SGEMM: Our highly
tuned matrix-matrix multiply (SGEMM) implementation
takes full advantage of multiple levels of memory hierarchy present on KNF, including a register file and two levels
of caches to satisfy the bandwidth constraints between each
level. Our implementation delivers close to 1 Tflop/s on an
Intel MIC coprocessor [codenamed Knight’s Ferry (KNF)]
for matrices in row-major or column-major format. This
corresponds to almost 80% of the KNF compute peak.
High performing single coprocessor LU: Our
optimized
native LU implementation, which runs entirely on a KNF
system, delivers up to 650 Gflop/s of performance without
data transfer overhead and up to 574 Gflop/s of performance when transfer time is included. This implementation employs a novel dynamic core allocation mechanism
to partition cores between panel factorization and trailing
sub-matrix update.
High performing hybrid LU: Our hybrid implementation,
which offloads parts of LU processing to a dual-socket
multi-core Intel Xeon processor X5680 host, achieves up
to 772 Gflop/s. Similar to other implementations, our hybrid approach offloads panel factorization and portions of
SGEMM to CPU cores. Here we use a new dynamic core
allocation and matrix partitioning scheme for better load
balance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2
we present the standard LU factorization algorithm and
our experimental environment. Section 3 describes our optimized implementation of SGEMM, provides results, and
presents their analysis. Sections 4 and 5 present tuning and
performance analysis of native and hybrid LU implementations. Results are compared with previous work in Sect. 6.
We conclude and present our future work in Sect. 7.
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Fig. 1 LU factorization

Table 1 Architectural characteristics of Intel Xeon processor X5680
and KNF coprocessor
Xeon

KNF

Sockets

2

1

Cores/socket

6

32

Core Frequency, GHz

3.3

1.2

SIMD Width

4

16

SIMD Regs/core

16

32

L1 cache, KB

32

32

L2 cache, KB

256

256

L3 cache, MB

12

n/a

Peak bandwidth, GB/s

64

115

Peak SP, Gflop/s

316

1,228

and Ui . Panel factorization and trailing matrix update are the
two most critical LU kernels. Pivots are computed within a
single column, and individual rows, not blocks, are swapped
during pivoting. After this process is completed, the solution
of Ax = b can be obtained by forward and back substitution
with L and U. A more detailed treatment of the algorithmic
issues can be found in [6].
2.2 Modern many-core architectures

2.1 LU factorization

Our experimental testbed consists of a dual-socket Intel®
Xeon® processor with a KNF coprocessor attached to it via
PCIe 2.0 × 16 interface. We next provide the background on
each of these architectures. Their key features are summarized in Table 1.

The LU factorization algorithm decomposes a matrix A into
a product of a lower-triangular matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U . The blocked LU formulation is shown
schematically in Fig. 1. In this algorithm the lower triangular part of the input matrix is overwritten with L and the upper triangular part with U . The algorithm proceeds from left
to right in block steps until the entire matrix is factorized. At
each step, a portion of the column panel of L consisting of D
and Li is first factored. Then a portion of the row panel Ui is
updated using a triangular forward solve. The trailing submatrix Ai is updated with the matrix-matrix product of Li

Intel Xeon processor: The Intel Xeon processor X5680 is
based on an x86-based multi-core architecture which provides six cores on the same die. Each core is running at up
to 3.3 GHz. The architecture features a super-scalar out-oforder micro-architecture supporting 2-way hyper-threading
and 4-wide SIMD. Each core is backed by a 32 KB L1 and
a 256 KB L2 cache, and all six cores share a 12 MB L3
cache. Six-core CPUs each deliver a peak 158 Gflop/s of
single-precision, as well as 32 GB/s of peak main memory
bandwidth. To benchmark SGEMM and LU factorization
on this platform, we used highly optimized BLAS and LA-

2 Background
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PACK implementations from the Intel® Math Kernel Library (MKL) 10.2.
Intel Knight’s Ferry: KNF is an Intel MIC architecture platform. Intel MIC, whose schematic diagram is shown in
Fig. 2, is an x86-based many-core processor architecture
based on small in-order cores that uniquely combines the
full programmability of today’s general purpose CPU architecture with compute throughput and memory bandwidth capabilities of modern GPU architectures. Each core
is a general purpose processor, which has a scalar unit
based on the Intel® Pentium® processor design, as well as
a vector unit that supports 16 32-bit float or integer operations per clock. KNF has a peak Gflop/s of 1,228 and
peak bandwidth of 115 GB/s. It has two levels of cache:
a low latency 32 KB L1 data cache and a larger globally coherent L2 cache that is partitioned among the cores, each
core having a 256 KB partitioned L2 cache. As a result,
widely-used multiprocessor programming techniques, such
as Pthreads or OpenMP apply to KNF. To further hide latency, each core is augmented with 4-way multi-threading.
The KNF pipeline is dual-issue: scalar instructions as well
as pre-fetch instructions can pair and issue in the same cycle as vector instructions.
Fig. 2 Intel MIC architecture
diagram

Fig. 3 Basic SGEMM kernel
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3 Matrix-matrix multiply
In this section we describe our design and implementation of single-precision matrix-matrix multiply (SGEMM),
C = αAB + βC. To avoid inefficient strided memory access during pivoting, our matrix is laid out in row-major order. Our implementation can be trivially extended to handle
column-major format.
3.1 Implementation
Basic kernel: Our basic SGEMM kernel, shown in Fig. 3(a)
multiplies a 6 × 4 sub-block of A by a 4 × 64 sub-block of
B and stores the result into a 6 × 64 sub-block of C. The
outermost loop iterates over the rows of sub-blocks of A.
Each 4-element row is multiplied by the entire sub-block
of B and the result is aggregated into a corresponding row
of a sub-block of C. Our implementation performs register
blocking to reduce pressure on the L1 cache. Specifically,
6 × 64 sub-blocks of C are pre-loaded into 24 16-wide
vector registers, vci,j , which are re-used across multiple
invocations of the basic kernel to amortize the overhead
of filling and spilling these registers from and to memory.
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Elements of sub-blocks of B are loaded into vbi,j registers for each invocation of the kernel, but they are reused
across each row of C. To multiply 4-element rows of subblocks of A by the entire sub-block of B, we load the
four elements into va using the 4-to-16 broadcast instruction shown in Fig. 3(b). This instruction replicates four elements in all four lanes. The inner loop multiplies each
element of a row of a sub-block of A by a row of a subblock of B. To do this, we replicate the required element
across the entire vector using in-register swizzle, as shown
in Fig. 3(c). The swizzle is fused with the multiply-add instruction and has no additional penalty.
Exploiting data locality: Each of four threads on a single
core calls the basic kernel eight times to multiply a 6 × 32
block of A by a 32 × 64 block of B, and store the result
into a 6 × 64 block of C. Conceptually, a core works on
a 24 × 64 block of C, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Note that
a 32 × 64 block of B fits into L1 cache and is therefore
shared among four threads. Furthermore, blocks of A and
B are combined into panels. A panel of A is some number,
pw, of horizontally adjacent 24 × 32 blocks of A, while
a panel of B is the same number of vertically adjacent
32 × 64 blocks of B. Multiplying these panels together produces a 24 × 64 block of C. Panel size pw is selected to
fit well into the 256 K L2 cache. To decrease the byte:flop
ratio of SGEMM, each core multiplies ph vertically adjacent panels of A (24ph × 32pw block), by the same panel
of B (32 × 64 block), which stays reused in the L2 cache,
to produce a 24ph × 64 block of C. We seek ph and pw
such that:
– Panels of A and B fit into the L2 cache partition. This requires the following condition to be true: 4(24 ∗ 32pw +
32pw ∗ 64) < L2partsizeKNF .
– The byte:flop ratio of multiplying pw panels of A by a
panel of B is less than the byte:flop ratio of KNF. This
results in the second condition:

of computation, L2 pre-fetches have enough time to complete. Each basic SGEMM kernel issues L1 pre-fetches for
the next 6 × 4 sub-block of A and the next 4 × 64 subblock of B. Finally, on KNF pre-fetches are queued up in
pre-fetch buffers. There is limited number of these buffers.
Hence, special care is taken to space-out L1 and L2 prefetches so as not to exceed the number of these buffers.
Exceeding the number of pre-fetch buffers results in extra
pipeline stalls.
Thread-level parallelism: Super-blocks of C are divided
evenly between cores to achieve good load balance. To ensure that four threads run in sync and thus have constructive
sharing of data in the core’s L1 and L2 caches, we deploy
a low overhead synchronization mechanism. Specifically,
each core has an array of four counters, collocated into
a single cache line, with each core having its own cache
line. At intervals during the processing kernel, each thread
increments its own counter and then compares against all
counters of the core. When unequal, the thread issues a
DELAY instruction for some tunable number cycles; when
equal, the thread continues processing its block. Without
this synchronization mechanism between threads on the
same core, we observed performance degradation of almost 2×. The degradation comes from threads getting out
of sync, and as a result working on different parts of B,
which, in turn, results in a large working set that does not
fit into the L1 and L2 caches.
3.2 Performance comparison and analysis
Figure 4 shows the performance of SGEMM on an Intel
Xeon processor X5680 and KNF coprocessor. The bottom
two curves show SGEMM performance on single and dual
socket Xeon processors, respectively. Single socket achieves
a maximum performance of 150 Gflop/s, which corresponds
to 94% efficiency, while dual socket achieves 290 Gflop/s,

4(24ph32pw + 32pw64 + 24ph64) bytes
(24ph32pw64 ∗ 2) flops
< byte : flopKNF
There are many values of ph and pw which satisfy these
two conditions. Using auto-tuning we discovered that for
ph = 5 and pw = 18, SGEMM achieves best performance.
Memory latency optimization: To hide memory latency, our
implementation uses software pre-fetching. KNF has two
types of pre-fetch instructions: an instruction that prefetches data from DRAM into L2 cache, and an instruction that pre-fetches data from L2 into L1 cache. When we
compute a 24 × 64 block of C, we issue L2 pre-fetches
for the data required by the next block. This reduces L2
warm-up misses as we move across blocks. Due to the fact
that each block takes at least 24 ∗ 32 ∗ 64/16 = 3000 cycles

Fig. 4 Performance of SGEMM on Xeon X5680 and KNF
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which corresponds to 91% efficiency. The top curve shows
KNF performance on a general SGEMM, where all three
matrices have equal numbers of rows and columns, N . KNF
achieves a maximum performance of 956 Gflop/s, which
corresponds to 78% efficiency.
The second curve from the top shows performance of a
special SGEMM which does rank-64 update. As discussed
in Sect. 2, this is the key operation of our blocked LU implementation. We see that rank-64 SGEMM achieves a lower
efficiency of 71%, compared to the general SGEMM efficiency of 78%. The loss in efficiency is due to the following
reasons. First, for rank-64 update, panel width, pw, must be
64 which exposes the instruction overhead of moving block
C between memory and registers. Second, the number of
vertically adjacent panels of A (a block of 24ph × 32pw elements) must also be 64, which is not a multiple of 6. As the
result, in contrast to the general SGEMM where each call to
a basic kernel works on 6 rows of A, in the rank-64 SGEMM
some calls to the basic kernel work only on 5 rows of A to
make the total work add up to 64. This reduces basic kernel
SIMD efficiency.

4 LU Factorization: KNF implementation
In this section, we describe our implementation of LU, explain design trade-offs, provide details of optimization of its
modules, and compare its performance on two hardware architectures. Our experiments are done for randomly generated matrices.
Following [12] and [15] we adopt a right-looking implementation of LU because it exposes the maximum amount
of data- and thread-level parallelism in the SGEMM routine.
Our implementation also uses a static schedule and overlaps
column panel LU with trailing sub-matrix update using a
look-ahead technique. However, in contrast to [15] and [2]
that perform panel LU on the host CPU and trailing submatrix update on a GPU we perform both operations on a
KNF coprocessor.
The main operations of LU are SGEMM, block inverse,
row swapping, and panel LU. Matrix-matrix multiply was
discussed in the previous section. The block inverse (which,
along with an SGEMM, takes the place of triangular solve)
was implemented in a single-threaded section. Sufficient
performance was obtained by implementing it using KNF
vector instructions. Overall it only accounted for 2% of LU
performance for the 8192 × 8192 problem to 13% of LU
for the 1024 × 1024 problem after optimization. The row
swapping operation was implemented using vector load and
store instructions and was parallelized by assigning each
block column of the matrix to a thread. Row major layout makes row swapping bandwidth friendly. Overall row
swapping only accounts for 2.7% of LU performance for the
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1024 × 1024 problem to 4.5% of LU performance for the
8192 × 8192 problem after optimization. Since panel LU is
critical for good performance we treat it in greater detail in
the following sub-sections.
4.1 Panel LU performance target
To balance processing resources among the two parallel operations (panel LU and SGEMM), consider the number of
floating point operations required for each. The size of the
panel is (n − k + 1) × v while the size of the partial previous
trailing sub-matrix is (n − k + 1) × (n − k − v + 1). The
number of floating point operations required for panel LU
is (n − k + 1)v 2 − v 3 /3 − v 2 /2 + 5v/6 while the number
of flops to update the partial previous trailing sub-matrix is
2(n − k + 1)(n − k − v + 1)v. Let FP denote the performance
of panel LU and let FS denote the performance of the partial previous trailing sub-matrix update. Both are measured
in Gflop/s. To balance the two operations we require that
(n − k + 1)v 2 −
FP
=

v3
3

−

v2
2

+

5v
6

2(n − k + 1)(n − k − v + 1)v
FS

leading to
3

2

(n − k + 1)v 2 − v3 − v2 + 5v
6
FP = FS
2(n − k + 1)(n − k − v + 1)v
Figure 5 shows a plot of FP versus panel height for panel
widths of 64, 96, and 128, and measured values of FS on
KNF using the SGEMM described in Sect. 3. It shows the
required performance of panel LU in each of these cases to
balance the load with the partial previous trailing sub-matrix
update. For shorter panels higher performance is required to
maintain load balance. For example, when panel width is
64, 17.3 Gflop/s are needed at a panel height of 384 while

Fig. 5 Performance of panel LU needed to balance trailing sub-matrix
update for panel widths of 64, 96, and 128
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Fig. 7 Cores are allocated between panel LU and trailing sub-matrix
update as a function of panel height
Fig. 6 Performance of optimized panel LU on Xeon X5680 and KNF

1.0 Gflop/s are needed at a panel height of 7680. For our
LU implementation we choose a panel width of 64 and use
the performance target given by Fig. 5 with the goal of improving panel LU performance to match that of the previous
partial trailing sub-matrix update in all cases.
4.2 Optimization of panel LU
We devoted considerable attention to the optimization of
panel LU since it is a performance bottleneck of LU factorization. To optimize panel LU, we first combined the
pivot search with the previous iteration of the normalization/update loop. The combined inner loop was parallelized
by dividing rows below the diagonal among the available
threads. SIMD vector instructions were used to exploit data
parallelism within the combined loop. Finally, the outer loop
was split into v/w sections where w is the SIMD width.
Since the number of columns processed decreases by one for
each iteration of the outer loop, splitting the outer loop into
v/w sections allowed us to decrease the number of instructions in the inner loop of each subsequent section. Finally,
software pre-fetching was used to hide memory latency.
Figure 6 shows the panel LU performance achieved on
an Intel KNF coprocessor compared with that obtained using a similar optimization approach on an Intel Xeon processor X5680.1 The KNF coprocessor achieves nearly 8 Gflop/s
while the Xeon processor gets more than 18 Gflop/s. Comparing with Fig. 5, neither meets the requirement to perfectly
load balance at smaller panel heights. However, load balance
is easily achieved at larger panel heights. The panel width of
64 was a good choice since narrower panels introduce communication bottleneck in SGEMM while wider panels are
harder to load balance.
1 Due

to lack of row major panel factorization in MKL, a custom row
major panel factorization routine was used.

4.3 Dynamic core allocation
Both panel LU and trailing sub-matrix efficiencies and performance are a function of panel height. Therefore, the distribution of cores between panel LU and the previous partial trailing sub-matrix update that provides maximum LU
performance is also a function of panel height. Since the
first panel LU cannot be overlapped with a partial previous trailing sub-matrix update, all cores are available to it.
However, maximum performance on KNF is achieved for 7
cores since inter-core communication and synchronization
overhead prevents further improvement as more cores are
added. This issue is addressed in the next section by offloading panel LU. For subsequent panels, the dynamic core allocation schedule shown in Fig. 7 was developed by measuring overall performance on KNF as panel height is stepped
from 64 to 15360 in increments of 64 and number of cores
assigned to panel LU Npanel_cores is stepped from 1 to the
total number of cores, Ncores , minus one. The allocation resulting in maximum overall LU performance was recorded
for each panel height.
4.4 Overall LU results
Figure 8 shows performance of LU factorization running
entirely on an Intel Xeon processor X5680 and entirely
on a KNF coprocessor prototype. The data is assumed
to be in column-major format in both implementations.
This figure shows KNF performance with and without
matrix transfer. The KNF implementation achieves nearly
575 Gflop/sec (650 Gflop/sec if transfer is not required)
while the Intel Xeon processor implementation achieves
about 275 Gflop/sec. Although matrix transfer overhead will
diminish as the problem size increases, we reach the memory limit of the hardware before that trend can be seen here.
For smaller matrix sizes the Intel Xeon processor outperforms the KNF coprocessor due to lower inter-core communication overhead. Performance on KNF is limited by panel
LU time, especially for smaller panel heights. Therefore, we
next investigate performance when panel LU is offloaded.
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Fig. 9 Core allocation for hybrid LU

Fig. 8 Performance of LU on Xeon X5680 and KNF

5 Hybrid LU implementation
As suggested by Fig. 6 and the findings of others (e.g., [15]),
offloading panel LU to the CPU could improve performance
provided data transfer overhead is small. Moreover, in [12]
further performance improvement was achieved by retaining some number of columns on the right side of the matrix
and utilizing free CPU cores to process them. Here, we introduce a load-splitting hybrid LU algorithm with dynamic
core allocation and matrix partitioning.
Our algorithm is described as follows. Let α be the number of rightmost N ×64 block-columns retained on the CPU.
The first panel of the column major input matrix is factored
in place and the block inverse is computed. Then the left
N × (N − 64α) portion of the matrix is transferred to the
card along with the pivot vector and block inverse. There the
matrix is transposed to convert to row-major format. Row
swapping and the SGEMM required to complete the triangular solve operation are carried out for the left and right
portions of the matrix on the host CPU and KNF card, respectively. The next panel is updated on the card and transmitted to the host CPU. At this point, α is updated for best
load balance (see discussion below) and if necessary the required columns are transferred to the card. Next, panel LU,
block inverse, and partial previous trailing sub-matrix update (right part) are performed in parallel on the host CPU
while the partial previous trailing sub-matrix update (left
part) is performed on the card. Then the factored panel is
transmitted to the card. If the card has received new columns
due to a change in α then they are updated before proceeding. Once the factored panel has been received by the card,
the process is repeated. Once the left side of the matrix is
complete, the right side is processed on the host, the matrix is converted to column-major on the card, and the left
portion transferred back to the host CPU.
There are two load balance issues in our hybrid LU algorithm. First, on the CPU panel LU and block inverse must

be balanced with the partial previous trailing sub-matrix update of the right side of the matrix. Second, CPU processing must be balanced with processing on the card. The first
is addressed by allocation of CPU cores between panel LU
and SGEMM while the second is addressed by choice of α,
the partition size. The analysis presented in Sect. 4.1 can
be used determine the core allocation that maximizes overall LU performance. For a panel height m and width 64,
panel LU and block inverse require 4096m + 168672 floating point operations while SGEMM requires 8192αm floating point operations. Since SGEMM width is fixed, load balance requires only that 2Fp ≈ Fs /α for sufficiently large m.
Therefore, if performance of panel LU and SGEMM scale
linearly with m, then for each α one particular allocation
of cores between panel LU and SGEMM is optimal for all
panel heights. But since α is chosen dynamically to balance
processing on the CPU and card, it is necessary to dynamically change core allocation as a function of α. Figure 9
shows the core allocation determined by exhaustive search.
The value of α for each problem size was also determined
by a search over measured performance data.
Figure 10 illustrates selection of starting α. There is up
to 66 Gflop/s performance difference at the 15360 × 15360
problem size depending on the choice of initial partition size
and core allocation. To choose α at each subsequent panel
height, a dynamic programming (Viterbi) search [14] of previously measured performance data was used. The Viterbi
search was an attractive choice because it avoids an exhaustive search, allows for easy application of constraints, and
produces a smoothed state trajectory. We define the number
of cycles required to complete all LU steps for a particular
panel height as the noisy observed event. The partitioning α
plays the role of hidden state. State transition penalty is defined as the number of cycles required to transfer the needed
block-columns to/from the host. Performance at each panel
height was measured for α = 0, . . . , 30. We observed that
the best α tends to decrease with panel height. By constraining α to decrease monotonically with panel height, implementation was also simplified since block-columns are only
transferred in one direction. The search yields the sequence
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Table 2 Comparison of system configurations
Current
Host CPU

Ref. [11]

Xeon X5680

Core2 Q9300

Peak SP Gflop/s

316

40

Peak BW GB/s

64

13

Coprocessor

KNF

Tesla C2050

Peak SP Gflop/s

1228

1075

Peak BW GB/s

115

144

6 Comparison with previous work

Fig. 10 Performance of 15360 × 15360 LU factorization over initial
α and number of panel LU cores

Fig. 11 Performance of hybrid LU on KNF

of α that minimizes the total number of cycles required for
LU.
Figure 11 shows measured performance results comparing non-hybrid performance with hybrid performance. The
first bar shows performance of the KNF-only LU factorization with dynamic core allocation. The second bar shows
performance when panel LU is offloaded to the CPU. The
third bar shows performance when both panel LU and partial
SGEMM are offloaded. Here, α (and consequently core allocation) is chosen dynamically for each panel height to maximize overall LU performance. The hybrid LU with variable matrix partitioning and core allocation achieves up to
772 Gflop/s. This is 14% better than the algorithm that only
offloads panel LU, and 34% better than the KNF-only algorithm.

Optimization of blocked LU factorization has been studied for many years [5, 6]. Very well-optimized libraries are
available for modern multi-core CPUs. The Intel MKL is
one such library [9]. Open source libraries are also available
demonstrating the latest research techniques [1, 7, 13].
Recently, there have been several papers on hybrid CPUGPU implementations where panel LU and possibly a portion of trailing sub-matrix update SGEMM are offloaded
from the accelerator card to the CPU [2, 8, 13, 15]. The
highest reported single-node hybrid LU performance is reported in [11]. In this work, a single socket Quad-Core
Intel® Core™ 2 processor Q9300@2.50 GHz together with
a single Fermi C2050 card deliver close to 460 Gflop/s for
10 K matrices in single precision (see Table 2). [8] delivers up to 350 Gflop/s on the single precision problem of the
same size.
None of the previous work attempts to optimize full LU
factorization entirely on the accelerator. This is in contrast
to our work, which delivers 574 Gflop/s of LU performance
running entirely on a KNF coprocessor. This native (allKNF), non-hybrid performance is almost 25% faster than
the hybrid performance reported in [11]. Furthermore, our
hybrid implementation for the same problem running on a
comparable platform of 12 cores and a single KNF coprocessor delivers up to 772 Gflop/s, which is nearly 1.7× faster
than the highest performance reported in [11] (or 1.5× faster
for 10 K matrices, the largest size in [11]).
Furthermore, existing hybrid implementations do not attempt to dynamically adjust size of SGEMM partition executed on CPU, while our implementation does.
Panel factorization is a key performance limiter to LU
factorization. It has limited amount of parallelism and is
typically constrained by memory bandwidth, especially on
architectures with small last level caches. While it is typically overlapped with trailing sub-matrix update, it can still
create sequential dependence between stages of LU. While
accelerator-based implementations, including ours, offload
panel factorization to the faster CPU cores, there exist alternative implementations which reorganize LU to use smaller
granularity task which breaks the sequential dependencies
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and results in larger amount of parallelism. Current examples include work on LU and QR factorizations, in particular in the so called tiled [3] and communication avoiding [4]
algorithms.

7 Conclusion
This paper shows how single precision LU factorization is
accelerated on the Intel MIC parallel architecture in both
native and hybrid processing configurations. Our implementations of SGEMM and LU factorization take full advantage
of the architectural features of the KNF coprocessor and successfully utilize a high fraction of its peak compute capabilities. Our highly tuned SGEMM implementation achieves
close to 1 Tflop/s performance on a single KNF coprocessor. Our LU factorization, which employs a dynamic load
balancing mechanism, achieves nearly 575 Gflop/s when executed entirely on a KNF coprocessor and up to 772 Gflop/s
when executed in hybrid mode. This is faster than previously
published results on comparable systems.
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should consult other information and performance tests to assist you
in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products.
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